Abstract. The prerequisite of a successful iris recognition system is the fast and accurate iris localization. Delineation of the iris outer boundary is more complex than delineation of iris inner boundary, so a precise localization method of iris outer boundary based on the delineation of region of interest was presented in this paper. The result shows that this method could detect the iris outer boundary fast and precisely compared to the traditional methods.
Introduction
Precise localization of the iris boundary is the prerequisite of effective iris recognition and the localization of iris outer boundary needs to be much more concentrated on due to its complexity. At present, there are three main methods to locate the iris outer boundary: 1) Circle detecting based on the differential operator; 2) Edge detecting combined with Hough transform [2] ; 3) Curve fitting using least square method [3] . The first model has high accuracy and strong rubustness while the computation of this method is too heavy due to blind searching [4] . The operation time of the second method is too long as well. The third method has reduced the operation time obviously. But its performance could be easily influenced by the threshold [5] . In consideration of the limitations of above three kinds of methods, this paper proposes a precise localization method of Iris outer boundary based on the delineation of region of interest. First of all, we use a rectangular template to detect points on the iris outer boundary along though the horizontal direction which passes the center of iris inner boundary. After that, the region of interest could be delineated on the basis of these points. Finally, in the region of interest, the iris outer boundary could be located precisely and quickly by using edge detecting method combined with Hough transform.
Iris outer boundary localization algorithm
The iris images used in the process of algorithm research are from CISIA1.0 [7] iris library (contains 1307 images) of Chinese academy of sciences. All the images are grayscale images and in the size of 320x280. To improve the pertinence of this paper, we assume the center of the iris inner boundary is O (x 0 , y 0 ) and its radius is R in. The overall flow chart of iris outer boundary localization is shown in figure 1:
Detect the points on the iris outer boundary 
Select the rectangular template
The structure of the human eye is shown in figure2. The gray value changes obviously at the junction between iris and sclera. The change reflects in the difference between the grayscale sums of two adjacent point sets which are separated by the point on the iris outer boundary. On account of this feature, we have designed a rectangular template to detect the iris outer boundary. The template is shown in figure3 (W=H=5 pixels). Because there is hardly any eyelash and some other noise in the horizontal direction which passes the center of iris inner boundary, we use the rectangular template to detect the iris outer boundary in this direction. 
Limit the rang of detection
In order to reduce computation and improve the accuracy of delineation, we need to determine the range of iris outer boundary detection flexibly based the radius and center of iris inner boundary. The detection of iris left outer boundary is the same with the detection of its right outer boundary, so we only detect the left outer boundary in this paper. The result is very satisfactory when we use the equation (1 )~(2) to determine the detection range, which is verified by a number of experiments. P lmin and P lmax are the start point and end point of the range of iris left outer boundary detection. 
Delineate the ROI(region of interest)
With the purpose of detecting the iris left outer boundary, the process of detection with the rectangular template starts from the point determined by equation (1) and end with the point determined by equation (2) . We calculate the difference of the grayscale sums of the left and right part of the template. The calculation process is shown by the following formula.
In equation (3), I represents the iris image. Using this equation, we can find out the point A(x 1 , y 1 ) where L(x 0 , y) reach its maximum value. A is the point on the left outer boundary and the distance between A and O is represented by D l . Likewise, we can find point B(x 2 , y 2 ) on the right outer boundary and D r (the distance between B and O). The distance between the center of iris outer boundary and the center of its inner boundary is relatively short. Therefore, D l and D r are not the radius of the outer boundary, but we can obtain the range of the radius on basis of them [6] . The range, R annulus, is determined by the formula (4). In conclusion, we can delineate the ROI, an annulus, whose center is O and radius range is R annulus. Figure 4 shows the delineation of ROI.
Delineate the iris outer boundary
In the region of interest, canny operator is used to detect edge. Then, we get a series of points on the boundary. Finally, the outer boundary can be delineated by using Hough transform to perform circle fitting with these points. Figure 5 shows the image after filtering by canny operator and Figure 6 show the localization result. The localization algorithm in this paper is practiced and simulated under the environment of Matlab 7. 0 . Table 1 shows the performance of the algorithm in this paper and the other existing algorithms. Table 1 shows that we can localize the iris outer boundary precisely and quickly by the algorithm presented in this paper. On one hand, the algorithm used to delineate the ROI has small amount of computation. On the other hand, the delineated ROI is as small as possible, so that the amount of points taking part in the following complex computation can be decreased. Meanwhile, precisely delineation of ROI can effectively eliminate the influence of some noise.
Summary
In this paper, a precise localization method of iris outer boundary based on the delineation of region of interest is presented. By delineate the ROI with an effective method, which has a small amount of calculation, the iris outer boundary can be localized more precisely and more quickly than the existing methods. In conclusion, this algorithm is really helpful for the iris recognition.
